Abstract
Introduction
The future mobile communication system [1] will provide accessing network services in anytime for mobile users with different status. Mobility management is an important guarantee to achieve this goal. However, the current mobility management mainly studies on the switching mechanism when the user is in the connection status; doesn't put much attention on how to protect the signaling overhead and the delay requirement of the network access when user is in idle status. With the extensive development of various multicast applications service [2, 3] (such as conference calls, etc.), in the wireless network, to realize the requirement of tracking and positioning a group mobile users (mobile station, MS) in idle status is higher and higher. Therefore, the mobility management is an urgent problem to be solved in the mobile wireless network when users are in idle status in multicast service.
For the mobility management problem when the MS is in an idle status, the mobile communication network uses the location management mechanism to divide the entire network coverage area into a plurality of location areas (location area, LA) for tracking and locating mobile users. Location management has two basic operations: location update and paging. Location update is a process that mobile users periodically report the current position information to the network and network updates the relevant location database; paging is a process that when a call arrives, the network searches mobile users according the location information recorded in the location update. For a single user, distribution of mobile users, thus it affected the performance of multicast search delay and overhead.
3) The designed multicast search algorithm didn't effectively solve the assigning area conflict problem for users when performing paging process on the area which had been assigned the limited bandwidth for mobile users.
To solve the above problems, this paper proposes a multicast search theme. First, the construct of the theme does not rely on any assumed motion model and introduces the entropy in information theory to analyze the uncertainty of user location. In order to reduce the location update overhead, the theme uses LZ78 compression algorithm to realize the location update and location probability prediction. Then this paper proposes a multicast search system model, its goal is having the maximum total of residence probability of assigned paging area for all mobile users in each paging cycle, and meeting the bandwidth limitations and user fairness. In order to achieve the system objectives, this paper combines with the multicast search features and proposes the BMPS multicast search algorithm based on bipartite graph matching. The main idea of this algorithm is to ensure the fairness of the user, to obtain the maximum bipartite graph perfect matching, to dynamically adapt to modify the weights according to the current paging results, then achieves optimal assignment scheme between the user and the paging area. The multicast search algorithm based on bipartite graph matching can effectively achieve the overall performance optimization of the paging overhead and delay.
The first section introduces the location prediction mechanism based on information theory. The second section introduces the multicast search system model. The third section details the multicast search algorithm based on bipartite graph matching (BMPS algorithm) and proves the correctness of the algorithm. The fourth section simulates the performance of the algorithm. The fifth section summarizes the full text.
Location Prediction Mechanism

Location Update
Because the movement model affects the analysis of the whole location update theme and the accuracy of user location probability prediction, therefore, in order to make the location update theme can reflect the various motions and the direction change in the actual movement, the constructed model in this paper doesn't make any assumptions about the network topology and user moving. In the location update, MS changes movement paths into character sequences and sends to the network. Therefore, this paper introduces the entropy concept in the information theory as mentioned in reference [17] to analyze the location uncertainty of users. The location uncertainty of mobile users can be expressed as:
According to the definition of the stationary source ultimate entropy
the average symbol entropy is 
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MS reports the movement path, that is, the character sequence to the network when the location updates; the correlation between v i and v j leads the limit entropy H ∞ , that is, the MS location uncertainty decrease when the character number N increases. Therefore, when MS reports the movement path to the network, reducing the location update overhead, and does not affect the MS position probability prediction accuracy is the key problem in the location update mechanism design.
Reference [17] has been proved: in order to achieve the exact location prediction, the average location update overhead cannot be less than its limit entropy. Therefore, in order to reduce the location update overhead, we should design an update strategy to gradually approach the ultimate entropy.
Because the source entropy is the limit of the average code length of the LZ78 code, so the location update can use compression algorithm based on LZ78. By converting the movement path of MS into a character sequence 12 ... 
Location Probability Prediction
According to the location update theme [18, 19] , the network paging controller (PC) uses the structure of LZ compression model trie to record the MS location information. In the process of implement location update, assuming MS movement path is aaababbbbbaabccddcbaaaa, Figure 3 shows the LZ compression model trie of the network terminal, which is structured by the symbol-wise according to the algorithm as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 .
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Figure 3. Trie for LZ Symbol-wise Model
MS location probability distribution in each area can use part prediction matching algorithm (PPM) for predicting. Supposing  indicates the last location update context (that is the movement path), ( 
The algorithm process of position prediction which uses the PPM algorithm to calculate the probability of each context is shown as follows: Step4: Calculating the probability Pr h-i (e) jumped to the order h-i layer;
Step5: Calculating the mixed probability:
Step6: i:=i+1, when i≤h, turn to step2, otherwise, the algorithm ends.
The probability of a single character can be calculated by using its weight in each context, the formula is:
According to the PPM algorithm and the formula (6), the network can use the location update message to calculate the MS probability distribution of each area, so in the next paging, the network can decide the optimization distribution scheme between MS and the area according to the location probability.
Multicast Paging System
System Model Description
Problem Definition: In multicast paging, assuming mobile user set is
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, ij p represents the stay probability of user i U in area j C and satisfies
. In N areas, through no more than D paging cycles, paging system can page M mobile users and make the expectation paging overhead and delay achieve the overall performance optimization.
Whether there is a feasible solution for the multicast paging problem, reference [4] has proved: assuming when D=d, multicast paging system always can page all the M mobile users in the maximum delay; and when D=d-1, there doesn't exist a paging strategy which can page all the users in the maximum delay, then B satisfies the following relation:
The above theorem shows that when
, there must exist a paging strategy making multicast paging system page all the users in the prescribed maximum delay.
Multicast paging system model is shown in Figure 4 . To reduce the paging overhead and delay, multicast paging system need consider the mobile user probability distribution, available bandwidth of each area, paging delay and other factors, then implements the multicast paging strategy and dynamically distributes the N paging areas to the m (m≦M) users who haven't successfully been searched yet in each paging cycle. Constraint 1:
Constraint 1 shows that in each paging cycle, the paging user number which will be distributed by each paging area does not exceed the available paging channel number B. Constraint 2 shows in different paging cycle, the user cannot execute the paging procedure in the same paging area.
In addition, for the features of the multicast paging, multicast paging delay represents the assigned paging numbers by the i-th user during the whole paging process. It is not difficult to prove that, for F∈(0,1),the bigger F is, the better the system fairness is; Specially when 12 ... , F =1. In this paper, we set F∈(0.9,1), and the algorithm satisfies the fairness condition.
Multicast Paging Strategy Analysis
Considering the multicast paging problem of M = 12, N = 4, B = 2, D = 6, that is, under the condition that there are two available paging channels in each paging area and the maximum paging delay is 6 paging cycles, multicast paging system need page 12 mobile users in 4 paging areas. Within each paging cycle, multicast paging strategy need to choose an allocation scheme between the user and the paging channel, ensure the scheme satisfy the constraints 1 and 2 and make Figure5 (a) proposes a schematic diagram; the schematic diagram indicates the paging process of multicast paging strategy which is based on the user's location probability distributions as shown in Figure 5 (b). In the first paging cycle, the multicast paging system uses the two paging channels of paging area PA1 to page user 1 U and user 3 U , pages user 4 U and user 1 U in area PA2, pages user 3 U and user 2 U in area PA3 and pages user 2 U and user 4 U in area PA4, respectively. From the probability distribution as shown in Fig.5(b) we can know, as far as possible, the allocation scheme chooses the area with larger location probability page for the user, for example, the theme distributes the most likely areas PA2 and PA1 to page for user 1 U . However, due to the bandwidth limitation of the area, user's conflict will occur inevitably. Therefore, in order to solve the conflict, some users can only select suboptimal probability area for paging. Such as paging strategy assigns paging area PA4 for user 4 U , but user 4 U has the smallest probability in area PA4. After a round of paging, paging system has been successfully paged user 1 2 3 ,, U U U . In addition, according to the first round of paging results, the stay possibility of 4 U in the un-researched area increases. In the next cycle, system will consider how to assign the 8 channels of the 4 areas to user U 4 and U 12 who hasn't been paged yet. After four rounds of paging, only user 10 U hasn't been paged yet, and 10 U doesn't been paged in paging area PA1 and PA2; then in the fifth paging cycle, system assign paging area PA1 and PA2 to user 10 U for paging. So far, all the twelve users have been successfully paged, multicast paging process ends. The multicast paging overhead that is the paging number of paging in the 4 areas is 34, paging delay is 5 paging cycles.
Based on the analysis of multicast paging strategy, multicast paging algorithm design can be considered from the following four aspects. First, in each paging cycle, according to the user location probability, assigning N areas to M users for paging and making the total probability of user stay in the assigned area be maximum; Second, in each paging cycle, the paging user number cannot exceed the available bandwidth limit of each paging area; Third, avoiding bandwidth waste, that is in the whole paging process, avoiding repeatedly assigning one same area to the user for paging; Fourth, user fairness, that is, in the whole paging process, as far as possible assigning the same paging area number to each user. 
at the same time. According to the definition of bipartite graph maximum weight perfect matching, it can convert multicast paging into the problem of obtaining the bipartite graph maximum weight perfect matching. 
Figure 6(b). The Optimal Allocation between MS and LA
The result that multicast paging algorithm BMPS based on bipartite graph matching finally assigns paging area for the user in one paging cycle is shown in Figure 6 (b). The result is gotten through the multicast paging algorithm which is International Journal of Signal Processing, Image Processing and Pattern Recognition Vol. 8, No.11 (2015) 406 Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC based on the bipartite graph matching, and BMPS repeatedly obtains the bipartite graph maximum weight perfect matching. From the figure we can get the paging decision of BMPS in this paging cycle, for example, user U 1 assigns area C 2 ,C 3 for paging and user U 3 assigns area C N for paging; although in the matching process, we match U 3 ii) If it has paged user i U from area C i to area C j during the first paging cycle to the d-th paging cycle, but user i U hasn't been paged yet; then after the d-th paging cycle, when multicast paging algorithm assigns the area for user according by the location probability, the location probability for user i U staying in other area will increase.
Through the above analysis, the main problems for the multicast paging algorithm based on bipartite graph matching model to solve are: 1) How to convert the many-many mapping of multicast paging to one-one mapping of bipartite graph matching between user set U and area set C.
2) In the d-th paging cycle, based on the paging results of the first paging cycle to the (d-1)-th paging cycle, how to dynamically online modify the edge weight ( , ) ij e U C of the bipartite graph to optimize the maximum weight matching between the user and the area.
Algorithm Description:
According to the analysis of the algorithm design from the view of multicast paging system as mentioned in Section 2, the process of multicast paging algorithm based on the bipartite graph matching is shown in Figure  7 . The core idea of the BMPS algorithm is that first building the bipartite graph model and converting the location probability to the weight. In each paging cycle, by repeatedly obtaining the bipartite graph maximum weight perfect matching and at the same time combining user fairness, the BMPS algorithm achieves the optimal allocation scheme between the user and the paging area; then at the end of each round of the paging cycle, according to the current paging result, dynamically modifies the weight and makes it to be the bipartite graph model for the next round of paging cycle. In order to ensure that in each paging cycle, the total of the position probability
of the multicast paging algorithm based on the bipartite graph matching is the maximum, it can be achieved by the improved weighted bipartite graph maximum weight perfect matching Kuhn-Munkres algorithm.
Because the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm obtains the maximum weight perfect matching and it is a one-one mapping, therefore, first it need solve the problem 1 of the mentioned multicast paging algorithm: how to convert the many-many mapping of multicast paging to one-one mapping of bipartite graph matching between user set U and area set C. Since the available bandwidth of each paging area is B, then in a paging cycle, when multicast paging strategy assigns the number of users for the area j C over B, it will cause user conflict.
Before the multicast paging algorithm based on bipartite graph matching obtaining the maximum weight matching, if which can ensure the area without available assigned bandwidth exit next maximum weight matching.
3) User Fairness:
In order to reduce the paging delay, that is to reduce the total paging cycles for the last user being paged, multicast paging system tries to assign the same number areas for each user.
In the i-th round of the paging cycle, the expected paging number for each user is: In the i-th round of the paging cycle, the average paging channel assigned for each user is:
i M indicates that hasn't paged the user yet. Definition 6: in the i-th paging cycle, the average channel assigned by multicast paging algorithm for the unpaged users is:
4) Bandwidth Saving:
In a paging cycle, after one perfect matching, it will update the corresponding weight matrix. If ( , ) In addition, the improved Kuhn-Munkres algorithm utilizes the feasible numeral to obtain equal subgraph and guarantees compared to other users, the probability of user i U staying in the left area increase, then to obtain the maximum weight perfect matching. Algorithm 1: multicast paging algorithm based on bipartite graph matching Input: in multicast paging, the number of mobile users is M, the number of areas is N, the maximum paging delay is D, the available paging channel of each paging area is B, the probability of user Ui staying in area C j is P={P ij }, the actually staying area of user is L={L ij }, L={L ij } represents user Ui is in area C j.
Output: paging delay, paging cost In the following steps, R represents the multicast paging result, S represents the paging decision matrix, S ij =1 represents user Ui will be paged in area C j , MA represent the maximum weight perfect matching gained by the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm.
Step 1: Initialization: R=0, d=D; delay=0; cost=0;
Step 2: A new round paging starts. Initialization: W=P, S=0, MA=0, Bu=min(N i /d i , N i *B/M i ); delay++;
Step 3: Use the improved Kuhn-Munkres algorithm to obtain the maximum weight perfect matching MA;
is maximization in each paging cycle. Constraint 1: 
2) Next, to prove the multicast paging algorithm based on bipartite graph matching satisfies: 
Experimental Results and Performance Analysis
In order to verify and analyze the performance of the BMPS algorithm, we simulate and compare BMPS, the BP (Blanket Paging) algorithm used by GSM and SSR algorithm mentioned in reference [16] . The main idea of the BP algorithm is: if the available paging channel number of each area is B, then the BP algorithm pages the user number of B in all areas at the same time. SSR algorithm bases on the distribution probability of users in each area to assign the area with greater probability to users for paging in each paging cycle. For user conflict, that is, the assigned user number of one area exceeds the available paging channel number of the area, the solution of SSR is reassigning the users with smaller staying probability in the area to the area with suboptimal probability.
The simulations use MATLAB 7.7.0 to achieve the three multicast paging algorithms. Multicast paging experiment scene is in 10 paging areas, using BP algorithm, SSR algorithm and BMPS algorithm to page 10 mobile users, respectively. The following will from the effect of the maximum paging delay on paging overhead and delay, the performance of the algorithm in the situation of user conflict, the user fairness and bandwidth cost to simulate and analyze the BPMS algorithm.
Effect of Maximum Paging Delay on Algorithm Performance
In order to ensure the multicast paging algorithm can page all the M users within the maximum paging delay D, according to theorem 2, the available paging channels B of each area is set as / Under the different maximum paging delay, the average paging overhead for each user of three multicast paging algorithm is shown in Figure 10 . BS algorithm has the worst overhead performance, because BS algorithm need page each user in all the areas, doesn't consider the location probability distribution of users, so the average overhead of BS algorithm is the total number N of areas. As we expected, in Figure  10 , the overhead performance of the BMPS algorithm is the best. With the increase of the maximum paging delay D, the average overhead paging of BMPS algorithm and SSR algorithm show a decreasing trend, and obviously are less than that of the BS algorithm. Compared with the SSR algorithm, the average overhead of BMPS algorithm reduces by 5%~50%. This is because when SSR algorithm assigns the area with larger location probability to each user, it may cause user conflict and affects the performance of the algorithm. However, the BMPS algorithm based on bipartite graph model maximum perfect matching ensures the total of the location probability for each paging decision is the maximum. Figure 11 shows under the different maximum paging delay, the experienced delay for successfully paging the last user of BP algorithm, SSR algorithm and BMPS algorithm. With the maximum delay D increasing, the available paging channels B of each area are decreasing, so the actual paging delay of three algorithms are on the rise. BMPS algorithm has the minimum delay, SSR algorithm has the second. It can be seen from the figure that the BMPS algorithm can realize the optimization of the paging overhead and the whole performance.
Effect of User Conflict on Algorithm Performance
In order to study the effect of user conflict on paging overhead and delay of the three algorithms, we simulate the following multicast paging experiment scene: M=10;N=10; 4 mobile users are in area 3 while the other 6 users are in area 4. When D changes from 1 to 10, under the situation of user conflict, we consider the changes of paging overhead and actual delay of the three algorithms.
International Journal of Signal Processing, Image Processing and Pattern Recognition Vol. 8, No.11 (2015) 412 Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC Figure12 and 13 shows with the user conflict, the average paging overhead and actual paging delay of the three algorithms. Comparing to the general situation of mobile users distribution as shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 , with the user conflicts, both the paging cost and the delay performance of SSR algorithm and BMPS algorithm are decreased. But the performance of the BMPS algorithm is better than SSR algorithm, as shown in Figure 12 , compared to the SSR algorithm, BMPS algorithm can reduce maximum 40% of the paging delay. This is because the BMPS algorithm uses bipartite graph matching model to assign the area for users from the perspective of the overall paging system, and ensure to achieve the optimization of the overall paging overhead and delay under the situation of user conflict.
User Fairness
The paging process can't finish until the multicast paging successfully page the last user. Therefore multicast paging strategy must take into account the user fairness, as far as possible assigning equal paging times for each user.
The simulation parameters are set as follows: M=10;N=10;D=2. Figure 14 shows the user fairness of BP algorithm, SSR algorithm, BMPS algorithm in the 50 times simulation experiments. Horizontal axis represents the number of simulations, the vertical axis indicates the user fairness index during each multicast paging process, the calculation method is proposed by definition 4. This value is closer to 1, the better user fairness is. Because the BP algorithm assigns N areas to each user for paging, so its user fairness index is 1, that is user fairness is best. It can be seen from Figure 14 , the user fairness index of the BMPS algorithm is between 0.9~1, and the user fairness index of the SSR algorithm is around 0.7~1, so the user fairness of the BMPS algorithm is obviously better than SSR algorithm. 
Bandwidth Overhead
In the bandwidth limited wireless communication, the control channel is a very valuable resource, so the multicast paging algorithm should as far as possible to save the wireless channel resources under the condition of guarantee the paging delay. The simulation parameters are set as follows: M=10;N=10;D=3. Figure 15 shows the bandwidth overhead of BP algorithm, SSR algorithm, BMPS algorithm in the 20 times simulation experiments. The ordinate indicates the total number of paging channels which are used in the whole multicast paging process. Figure15 shows that the bandwidth overhead of BP algorithm is the maximum and the value is always M*N=100. The bandwidth overhead of SSR algorithm is around 40~60. The bandwidth overhead of BMPS algorithm is the minimum, and the average value is about 35.
Conclusion
For the problem of limited bandwidth and delay of the multicast paging, this paper proposed an effective multicast paging scheme to optimize the performance of paging overhead and delay. First, in order to predict the location probability distribution of users, the paper proposed the multicast paging system model. For the system target, this paper proposed the multicast paging algorithm BMPS based on bipartite graph matching. The BMPS algorithm chose the optimal allocation scheme between users and paging areas by obtaining bipartite graph perfect matching. The paper proved the correctness of BMPS algorithm and analyzed the complexity of BMPS algorithm. Finally, simulation results indicated that BMPS algorithm could achieve optimization performance of paging overhead and delay, could effectively solve the problem of user conflict, could guarantee user fairness and save bandwidth overhead.
